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Abstract
Spherical harmonic representations of the geomagnetic field based on
ground and low altitude spacecraft measurements adequately describe the field
within several earth radii of the earth's surface. As the internal field
decreases with increasing distance from the eaxth, external field sources
become relatively more important. In the region 3 to 6 RE
 magnetospheric:
plasma inflates the field lines and decreases the field strength by an amount
which is typically 10's of gammas and occasionally 100's of gammas. At
greater distances on the day side of the earth the solar wind compresses
the field and produces equatorial field strengths of approximately 60y at
10 RE . Field lines near the magnetopause intersect the earth at approximately
780 latitude in the sunward hemisphere. The solar wind drags high latitude
field lines away from the earth in the night hemisphere forming the
geomagnetic t ail and neutral sheet. The average equatorial field at 10 RE
near midnight is approximately 8y and the best estimate for the last
closed lane of force near midnight in an average magnetosphere is 690.
Magnetic tail field lines away from the neutral sheet diverge in both the
east-west and north-south directions and the average quiet time magnitude
decreases from 16y at 20 RE to 7y at 80 RE . Within 6 RE of the equatorial
plane the field strength is depressed by several ganmas. Asymmetric field
inflation in the magnetosphere occurs during magnetic disturbances with the
largest effects concentrated in the evening quadrant. The tail configuration
can deviate substantially from the average configuration during magnetic
disturbances. Prior to a substorm the configuration is characterized by
t
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a maximum number of lines extending far into the tail and relatively
little flux crossing the equatorial. plane. After a substorm or during
quiet times the tail is characterized by an increased number of field
lines crossing the equatorial plane in cislunar space.
b
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Introduction
Early spacecraft of the ;Late 1950's and early 1960's discovered the
gross features of the interaction between the solar wind and the geomagnetic
field. They mapped the approximate position of the magnetopause as the
boundary between the solar plasma and the geomagnetic field and they
confirmed the existence of a bow shock wave with a standoff distance of
3-4 RE . Several reviews of the early history of the solar wand-earth
interaction are available (Ness, 1967, 1969; Sugiura, 1969; Heppner, 1967;
Carovillano et al., 1968;and Williams and Mead,1969). This review
concentrates on results obtained by spacecraft primarily in the interval,
1965--1969. Emphasis is on the configuration of the stead y magnetic fieldLy
of the magnetosphere and how it may vary at different times.
The spacecraft which have been primarily responsible for extending the
knowledge of the magnetosphere magnetic field since 1964 are shown in
Figure 1. The initial orbits for each spacecraft have been projected on
the solar ecliptic plane. The first date associated with each spacecraft
is the launch date and the second date represents the date of failure of
the spacecraft or cessation of tracking. A vector in place, of a second
date implies the spacecraft is st::ll producing data as of ,A.pril,1970.
Explorer 35 is in a lunar orbit and its trajectory is represented by the
nearly circular orbit of the moon near 60 RE.
The primary advances in magnetic field knowledge in recent years have
been concerned with (1) inflation of the inner magnetosphere both during
quiet times (OGO) and storm times (Explorer 26 and ATS 1) [See Section 2
on the inner magnetosphere, 2) the configuration of the outer magnetosphere
t
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and the inner magnetic tail [see Section 3 on the outer magnetosphere],
3) detailed mapping of the magnetic tail to distances of 80 R E (Explorer 33
and Explorer 35) [see Section 4 on the cislunax tail], and 4) discovery of
an extended magnetic tail at distances near 500 RE (Pioneer 8) and 1000 RE
(Pioneer 7), [see Section 5 on the extended magnetic tail.
F.^
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Inner Magnetosphere
Magnetic field measurements at the earth t s surface are the traditional
starting point in predicting the magnetic field in the magnetosphere. Given
both completely accurate and adequately extensive surface measurements and
no field sources outside the earth's surface, the magnetosphere field would
be accurately known. Neither of these conditions is met in practice but
surfsoce measurements supplemented by low altitude spacecraft measurements
(Cain and Cain, 1968; Cain and Langel, 1968) are accurate enough so that
the difference pB between the field magnitude predicted from a model
and that measured in the magnetosphere at distances beyond a few earth radii
is a reliable indicator of the effects of magnetosphere current sources.
Sugiura et al. (1969) have recently extendea the work of Heppner et al.
(1967) and produced a preliminary description of AB near the noon-midnight
meridian plane for magnetic conditions of Kp= 0-1 and Kp= 2-3. The K.p= 2-3
representation is shown as Figure 2. On the sunward side of the earth AB
is positive outside of 6 RE and near the equatorial plane but negative inside
6 RE . This effect was also noted by Explorer 12 (Mead and Cahill^1967).
The positive AB is due to compression of the geomagnetic field by the
solar wind plasma and the negative 1^^ is due to the presence of plasma in
the inner magnetcsphere. The effect-, of this weakened field in the inner
magnetosphere is that lines which would normally cross the equatorial plane
near the earth go further out into the magnetosphere resulting in an inflation
of the field.
t
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On the night side of the earth where the solar wend a, ipreaoion is not
so important the field is depressed everywhere within ltd 7^E nesr the
equatorial plane. Electron 2 (Dolginov, 1966) was the First spacecraft to
note this type of behavior of the magnetosphere but the very large (100-150y)
depressions typically seen at 3 RE have not been confirmed on more recent
spacecraft. Figure 2 also demonstrates that at high latitudes on the
night side of the earth the field strength is considerabli enhanced. This
region of encreased field was also noted on Electron 2 (Yeroshenko, 1966).
This enhancement results primarily from the polar cap flux being swept
back, intc, the geomagnetic tail but the magnitude of the effect is greater than
that predicted by distorted field models (Sugiura et al., 1969). An improved model
that will reproduce this quiet time inflation of the innew magnetosphere
and the high latitude enhancement at greater distances will have to include
the effects of a diamagnetic plasma and drifting particles.
The quiet day behavior O atermined by Sugiura may be compared to the
results from ATS-1 which is in synchronous orbit at 6.6 RE. Since this
spacecraft orbits with the same velocity with which the geomagnetic field is
corotating, asymmetries in the internal field axe not important and radial
motion of the spacecraft through a spatially °vi:i eying fi eld is not a
complicating factor. The observed variations represent an accurate measure
of the true diurnal variation at 6.6 RE. Figure 3 (C°Lmmings et a14, 1968)
illustrates this diurnal variation on 5 quiet days. H: represents the component
of the field horizontal to the earth's surface and since ATS -1 orbits near
the equatorial plane the field is primarily in the H direction. The large
amplitude of H represents a compression-inflation effect. The 4oy amplitude
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of the diurnal effect is in apprr_-)xImate Wreement with the work of
Sugiura although the compression is larger than the inflation in the AT01"
data.
During a magnetic storm an enhancement of protons (energies of a few
1.0's of Kev) in the inner magnetosphere (Frank, 1967) causes a further
weakening of the field strength in the region usually centered near L of
3-4 % ( Cahill, 1966, 1968, 1970; Cahill ard Bailey, 1967). This inflation
is asymmetrical during the eexly stages of the main phase of a magnetic storm
with the greatest inflation occur,"ing in the evening or late afternoon
quadrant of the magnetosphere. Later in the storm the region of greatest
inflation spreads to the westand during the recovery phase of the storm
the inflation tends to be symmetric. The inflation does not always proceed
at a constant rate but may stop and begin again and is probably linked to
the occurrence of magneto.-pheric Substoms . An e-, ,,r	 C7	 J.-L;	 0	 "wple of,asym=tric
inflation is shown in Figure 4. The top trace represents AB, the deviation
in field strength from the internal field prediction, and the other traces
represent inclination and, declination of the field defined in the conventional
manner (Mead and Cahill ,  1967). The spacecraft moves from the morning
to the afternoon quadrant during this pass and the field depression changes
from a value near zero during the 0900-11 45 LT hours to -80 at a local time
of 15 00.
Disturbed condJtions at .STS-1 are presented in Figure 5. Comparing
Figure 5 with the quiet day variations of Figure 3 i t is appaxent that the
diurnal variation on disturbed dayd is similar in form to tha t, on quiet
days but greater in amplitude and considerably more variable. Careful
examination of Figure 5 reveals a dawn-dusk asymmetry corresponding
t
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to periods of greater field inflation near dawn which agrees with the
findings of Cahill during magnetic storms. The abrupt increases in H
near 10 OQ UT (loci, ,l oi night) occur at the time of substorms and indicate
that the Field configuration changes at this time. The changing field
configuration will be discussed in the last section.
6
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Outer Magnetosphere
In the outer magnetosphere the effects of currents outside the earth's
surface axe comparable to the internal field and it is more straightforward
to examine field vectors directly than to compare field values to a reference
field. IMP 1 2 and 3 vector measurements were examined directly and a
graphical model of the average outer magnetosphere was constructed by
Fairfield (1968a,)
Figure 6 represents hourly average vector field measurements in the
southern hemisphere projected into the geomagnetic equatorial plane. The
predominant effect is distortion of the field lines out of meridian planes
(see also Mead and Cahill, 1967; Fairfield and Ness, 1967). The format of
Figure 6 is identical to Figure 1 of Fairfield (1968a)but in Figure 6 the
more recent IMP 4 data has been used. The solid curved lines are reproduced
from the earlier paper where they had been drawn tangent to the average
field directions. This has been done to illustrate the observation that the
field vectors measured at quite different latitudes but in the same longitude
region tended to lie in the same curved plane. In the earlier work little
data was available in the strong field subsolar region due to the limited
range of the instruments. The more complete data of Figure 6 suggests that
the earlier sections were drawn withwtoo extreme cur-,Tature.
Figure 7 (Fairfield, 1968a) presents contours of constant flux through
the geomagnetic equatorial plane. These data were obtained primarily from
the IMP 2 spacecraft whose unique orbit made it one of the few spacecraft
to cross the geomagnetic equatorial plane in the outer magnetosphere.
t
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Explorer 12 measurements (Hyde and Cahill, 1967) supplemented the data of
IMP 2 in the region of strong fields near the subsolar point. It is
important to emphasize that the figure represents fields perpendicular to the
equatorial plane because in the night hemisphere the field component
perpendicular to the equatorial plane beyond 8 or 10 RE is a small fraction
of the total field. The contour diagram for total field magnitude slightly
displaced from the equatorial plane would be quite different from Figure 7.
The observation suggested by Figure 6 that all the flux from a given
longitude region remains in the same curved meridian section was the basis
for a flux conservation analysis whereby the flux crossing the earth's
surface was equated to the measured flux crossing the equatorial plane.
Lack of data in the inner magnetosphere necessitated the assumption of a
dipole field inside 5 RR . When this analysis was performed for each curved
section in the dawn hemisphere a relation was obtained relating a high
latitude point on the earth's surface- with the point in the equatorial
plane where the associated field line crossed the plane. This information
is 'presented in Figure 8 which is a view of-the geomagnetic equatorial plane.
The solid lines represent the latitude of the origin of the field lines
passizig through the equatorial plane at that point and the dashed lines
reproduced from Figure 6 represent the longitude of origin of the field line.
The results of Figure 8 can be used to map phenomena along Field lines
between the high latitude ionosphere and the equatorial plane. Figure 9
demonstrates such a mapping of (1) the auroral oval determined by Feldstein
(1963), (2) the auroral oval determined from magnetic field fluctuations
(Zmuda et al., 1967), (3) the 40 Kev electron 104 intensity contour (Frank et
1964), and (4) the more recent 40 Kev electron boundary (Fritz, 1970) which
t
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dutermines the aver!,ge southernmost (innermost; when projected) point at
which the flux of precipitated electrons becomes equal to trapped electrons.
It is seen that the auroral oval maps to the region of the magnetopause
in the sunward magnetosphere. The outermost closed field line comes from
approximately 780 latitude throughout the sunward hemisphere.
Views of meridian planes are shown here as Figure 10. These views
incorporate all of the available IMP 1, 2 and 3 data from the 15 0 meridian
section of Fig,,re 6 which were taken when the sun was below the geomagnetic
equatorial plane. Data are shown projected on the curved sections of Figure
6. The heavy lines were drawn with the aid of the vectors and information
of Figure 8 and represent distorted lines while the dashed lines represent
dipole lines. Considerable compression of the field is evident at 0800
but by 0500 the field 9.s quite extended in a tail-like configuration.
Extensive information about a possible dawn-dusk asymmetry in the
magnetic field of the outer magnetosphere is not yet available. The six
month lifetime of IMP 2 limited the flux conservation analysis to the dawn
hemisphere. Examina-ion of plots such as Figures 6 and 8 reveal no obvious
asymmetry, but due tc) ..ie day to day and seasonal variability of the field
this is not a sensitive test for such an effect.
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Cislunar Geomagnetic Taal
Since 1965 the spacecraft Explorer 33 and 35 have extended knowledge
concerning the geomagnetic tail to the region. between 40 R E and 80 RE	
t
(Ness et al., 1967a; Behannon and Ness, 1068; Sonett et al., 1968; Behannon,
1968; Mihalo rr et al.,, 1.968; Behan inn, 1970) . Figure 11 reproduces figures
of Behannon (1968) showing Explorer 33 hourly average vector measurements
in the tail region out to 80 RE . In the top view vectors are projected in
the solar magnetospheric XZ plane (X axis along the earth-sun line, Z in
the plane formed by the X axis and the dipole axis and Y forming a right
hand orthogonal system) with the sun at the left and the northern hemisphere
at the top of the page. field lines originating from the souther polar
cap point away from the earth in the southern hemisphere while field lines
connecting to the north polar cap point toward the earth in the northern
hemisphere. A neutral sheet or current sheet (Speiser and Ness, 1967)
separates these regions.
Figure 11 also shows vectors projected into the XY plane when the
measurements are made in the northern hemisphere (middle view) and the
southern hemisphere (bottom view). The magnetic field of the tail is
generally oriented near the e:txth_sun line and is usually very quiet,
especially in regions away from the neutral sheet. The precise average
direction of the geomagnetic tail is expected to deviate slightly from the
earth-sun line due to aberration caused by the motion of the earth around
the sun. Behannon (1970) finds this angle to be 3.1 which is the angle
expected if the solar wind flows radially with a velocity of 551 km/sec.
t
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A more likely possibility is a solar wind flowing from slightly east of the
sun at a proportionally lower velocity. Mihalov et al. (..968) detected
a slight skewing of the field away from this orientation which corresponds
to an additional field component in the -Y direction.
Behannon (1970) also found evidence for the field lines diverging from the
tail axis in the Y direction. He found that the solar magnetospheric 0
angle of the field as a function of Ysm could be expressed by the equation
Osm = 178.5 -.44 Ysm. This equation nays that the field directions have
orientations of 1870 and 1700 near the dawn and dusk edges of the tail
respectively. There was also a tendency toward a negative Z sm field
component for 
IZsmI position greater than about 6 RE.
This was interpreted as evidence for field lines diverging in the north-
south direction. A cross-section of the tail in the YZ plane was found to
be elliptical with a major axis in the north-south direction greater than
the minor axis by a ratio of approximately 3:2.
Figure 12 (Behannon, 1968) illustrates the radial magnitude gradient
of the tail as determined from 256 hours of data from Explorer 33. Data
is restricted to quiet periods defined by the conditions that the geomagnetic
activity index Kp<2. Measurements taken in the weak field region near the
neutral sheet were also omitted. The dashed lines in the figure represent
the equations FN(X SE) a with a = -.5 for the curve which is higher at X SE =
-10 and a = -.1 for the curve which is lower there. Mihalov et al. (1968) and
Mihalov and Sonett (1968) also derived results from observations on Explorer
33 which are consistent with this. The ^ombination of diverging field lines and
loss of flux through reconnection across the neutral sheet appeared to be
adequate to account for the field gradient (Behannon, 1970). Mihalov et al.
(1968) found no statistically significant radial gradient when using the
t
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half of their data sample beyond 58 RE which is to be expected if the tail
extends to much greater distances [sec. Section 51.
The geomagnetic tail field magnitude not only decreases with increasing
radial distance from the earth but also changes appreciably in association
with ground magnetic activity. The association of the tail field magnitude
F with the geomagnetic activity index Kp was first discussed by Behannon
and Ness (1966) and is illustrated by Figure 13 from Behannon (1970). The
figure shows the tail field magnitude distribution at distances -655 Xsm
s - 55 RE for the 1197 hours when the Kp index was greater than 2 (shaded)
or less than 2 (unshaded). The distribution is seen to shift toward higher,
magnitudes at times of high Kp with the median value increasing from 8.0
to 10.3Y. This result has also been confiined by Mihalov et al. (1968 )
Comparison of the field magnitude with ground magnetic activity for specific
substorm events indicates that the field typically decreases during a
substorm (Heppner et al., 1967) at positions away y'rom the center
of the plasma sheet. A generally higher field and a tendency for the field
to increase during the early phase of the substorm (Fairfield and Ness,
1970) apparently dominates the long term statistics.
Since the tail field magnitude depends on the pressure exerted on the
tail from the magn.etosheath plasma, an increase in tail field magnitude does
not in itself imply an increase in the total flux in the tail. That such
an increase in flux takes place, however, is indicated by three different
techniques. Behannon and Ness (1966) used a boundary crossing anomalously
close to the tail axis and a flux conservation argument to suggest the flux
tenhancement. Ness and Williams (1966), Williams and Ness (1966) used
simultaneous particle-field measurements to demonstrate that the high
latitude trapping boundary decreased in associated with an increase in the
tail field magnitude. Sugiura et a1. (1968) used precise timing of the arrival of
an interplanetary shock associated with a storm sudden commencement. He
argued that the observed increase in the tail field strength occurred too
soon to be associated with the enhanced pressure beWLnd the shock and
therefore had to be due to field lines being added to the tail.
Behannon (1970) has investigated the variation of field magnitude as
a function of distance from the solar magnetospheric XY plane. He demonstrated
that in addition to the low fields immediately associated with the neutral
sheet field reversal there exists a broader region approximately 12 RE thick
where the field is several gammas weaker than than in the remainder of the
tail. Figure 14 (Fairfield and Ness, 1970) illustrates this effect as seen
in IMP 4 data for -33< Xsm< -25 RE . This figure presents distributions of
2.5 minute average field magnitudesfbr 2 RE intervals of distance Z' from the
expected location of the neutral sheet. (Fairfield and Ness, 1970). The
average values for each Z' range are indicated by the position of the
vectors and illustrate the field depression centered on the neutral sheet
region. Nears
 Z' -»0 the field strength~, seldom exceed 12 gammas, whereas
far from the neutral sheet field strengths are seldom below this value.
;t# figure 15 (Fairfield and Ness, 1970) presents distributions similar to
Figure 14 only for the solar magnetospheric Z component of the field. There
is no variation of Z sm corresponding to that for F in Figure 14. The work of
Behannon suggests that if Figure 15 were extended to higher and lower Z',
the negative Zsm corresponding to field divergence°would predominate.
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Figures 14 and 15 demonstrate that the Z component is relatively larger
than the X and y components near the center of the tail and the field tends
to be more northward (Behaniion, 1970) . 'Southward components of Zsm are
observed 2111 of the time in this IMP 4 data. This is approximately the
proportion found by Mihalov et al. (1968) at the time of neutral sheet
crossings at greater distances down the tail. Although some of these
southward components are undoubtedly the result of a tipping of the tail
due to small changes in the solar wind velocity direction, others may be
evidence for field reconnection at a neutral point inside the spacecraft
position (Mihalov et al., 1968).
The Zsm field component in the tail appears to be unusually
large and northward during quiet times 	 (Fairfield and Ness, 1970).
Figure 16 presents an unusually long period of data when the auroral zone
was unusually quiet. In this figure the AE index (Davis and Sugiura, 1966)
is a measure of auroral zone magnetic activity; F is the field magnitude;
Z is the solar magnetospheric Z field component; and A and 0 are thesm
latitude and longitude angles of the vector field in a solar magnetosph eric
coordinate system. The parameter Z t
 is the distance between the spacecraft
and the expected position of the neutral sheet and it indicates the relatively
close proximity of the neutral sheet during this interval. The outstanding
feature of this quiet time data is the large (,.. 6y) average Z sm field at
a position 31 RE down the tail and 12 RE
 from the noon-midnight plane.
Clearly the tail configuration is considerably different from the average
tail configuration usually drawn since much additional flux is crossing the
equatorial plane at a distance beyond 31 RE . This type of field configuration
is illustrated in Figure 17.
The midnight field lines from 700
 latitude and below are only slightly
extended into a tail like configuration. Field lines up to 74 0 or beyond
t
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may close within 20-30 R E producing the *.nomalously large flux across the
equatorial plane.
Prior to a substorm and during its early phases considerable evidence
(see review by Fairfield, 1969; Fairfield and Ness, 1 c, :70) suggests that
the plasma sheet and the associated weak field icgion of the magnetic tail
are relatively narrow. figure 18 depicts how the geomagnetic tail coafiguration
may appear during the early phases of a substorm with the dipole tilting
200 into the solar wind. MMnight field lines from latitudes such as 660
may be extended back toward the tail. Field lines at slightly higher
latitudes such as 700 may go far hack into the tail or even fail to close
across the neutral sheet. A minimum of flux crosses the neutral street and
a maxiinum of flux goes far back into the tail representing considerable
energy storage. Typical hourly average vectors are shown in the figure.
Contrasting Figures 17 and 18 illustrates the different configurations
that can exist at different times.
lei -
The Extended Geomagnetic Tail
With the existence of the geomagnetic tail well documented at distances
within 80 RE by earth orbiting spacecraft it is natural to ask how much
further downstream the tail extends. The Pioneer 7 and 8 spacecraft were
launched into solar orbit during August 1966 and December,1967 respectively
in trajectories designed to answer this question. The trajectories are
plotted in solar ecliptic coordinates in Figure 19. Each spacecraft spent
a period of several days in regions approximately 1000 and 500 R E downstream
From the earth where they might expect to see tail-associated effect,.
In each case unambiguous earth-related effects were been (Ness et al., 1967;
Wolfe et al., 1967s Fairfield. 1968b; Mariani and Ness, 1969) within the
intervals marked with a heavy line in Figure 3.9. The downstream measurements
were, however, different From the cislunar measurements primarily in that
tail observations only occurred intermittently with durations that were
typically less than one hour. An example of the Pioneer 8 (500 RE) magnetic
field data (Mariani and Ness, 1969) is shown in Figure 20. The tail intervals
marked by T's are characterized by relatively strong field magnitudes,
solar anti-solar aligned field directions (9 °0 and O-180
0
 
or 860o ) and
low standard deviations. During intervals such as 17 45 the field
reverses direction much as it does near the neutral sheet in the cislunar
region. The Pioneer 7 data at 1000 RE is quite similar to that of Figure 21.
Plasma experiments in this downstream region (Wolfe et al., 1967) measure
a decreased corpuscular flux but the flux does not disappear to the
extent it does in the cislunar tail.
t
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Measurements in the downstream region can be interpreted either as
(1) a well collimated tail which is changing position in response to the
changing solar w'!nd direction or (2) a tail which has split into numerous
small filunients. In either ca::e there is no certainty that the field lines
are connected to the earth since it is possible that they have broken off
from the earth and are being convected downstream.
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►'umrmary sand Future Work
Although the baoic objective of studying the configuration of the
geomagnetic field is an understanding; of the phyoicc of the solar wind-
earth interaction, one may distinguish two rather separate paths toward
this goal..
The first approach involves the study of the average configuration of
the magnetosphere. This was the approach used when early spacecraft measured
the compressed fields of the eubsolar magnetosphere and discovered the
extended fields of the geomagnetic tail. More recent otudies have
determined the typical 20 -40y depressions of fields in the :inner magnetosphere
which reflect the presence of a quiet time ring current. Extensive
vector measurements have been collected to present an average graphical
picture of the outer magnetosphere and tail. The average flux through the
equatorial plane has been determined and field lanes can be Followed from
a high latitude point on the earth's surface to the approximately equatorial
crossing point. On the average, closed field lines in the sunward hemisphere
are found to extend to approximately 78  while those near midnight
close only within about 690 .
The average configuration of the geomagnetic tail has been determined,
to distances beyond the lunar orbit and the average radial gradient computed.
The cross-section of the tail has been shown to be elliptical with the north-
south major axis greater than the east-west minor axis approximately in
the ratio 3:2. Tail field lines diverge in both the north-south and east-
west directions. A depressed field region corresponding to the plasma
sheet has been found to exist in the center of the tail. Even information
- 21 -
about the average properties of the solar wind have been deduceti.by studying
the urientation of the tail.
Future refinements of such statistical studies should deal with questions
such as the poosible existence of a dawn-dusk field asymmetry. Flux
conservatttan analyses should be extended and refined and assumptions such
as the confinement of field lines to meridian sections examined more closely.
Although a considerable body of experimental data exists,it is often concen-
trated in particular spatial locations during particular seasons. When one
considers how the field configuration undergoes important changes for
different levels of geomagnetic activity and for the various (±35 0 ) angles
of the dipole relative to the solar wind direction, it is clear there is
a need for more measurements. Information on the state of the magnetic field
can also be obtained by stu&ying trapping boundaries and the entry of solar
particles.
The results of statistical studies should be consolidated in a
quantitative form. Field models for the magnetosphere and tail (Mead, 1964;
Taylor ,end Hones, 1965; Williams and Mead, 1965;and Olson 1970) exist but
they must be further refined to correspond more closely to the measured
fields (Roederer, 1969). This must be done by including plasma effects
in the inner magnetosphere and plasma sheet regions. More realistic
models for tail and magnetopause current systems must be used. Models should
be developed for different dipole tilt angles. A more accurate quantitative
model can then, be used in related areas such as the study of trapped
1^	
radiation.
As the average field configuration of the geomagnetic field becomes
better defined it is important to inquire into the question of how the
average field configuration relates to the real field configuration at
t
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any instant of time. At present the average configuration is
known, at least in graphical form, with an accuracy which is considerably
better than the actual changes which the field configuration undergoes.
Thir points out the importance of the second approach to the study of the
magnetic field configuration: measurement of the dynamic changes of the
geomagnetic field.
Changes in the geomagnetic field configuration take place primarily in
conjunction with magnetospheric storms and substorms. The solar wind
interaction with the geomagnetic field at the magnetopause by some unknown
process drags field line's into the tail where energy is stored. This situation
results in a field configuration with many lines of force going into the
tail and few connecting across the neutral sheet. During the substorm
the extended field lines of the tail move earthward leaving more flux
crossing the equatorial plane in cislunar space after the substorm.
Spacecraft in synchronous orbits have been particularly useful in
clarifying the changes during substorms and in relating spacecraft magnetic
field measurements to those made on the ground. Perturbations observed on
the ground at mid and low latitud, ,as often reflect magnetosphere changes and
are not caused by ionospheric currents as was previously thought. These
magnetosphere perturbations must often be related to the injection and
energization of plasma in the magnetosphere. Inflation seems to occur
particularly in the evening quadrant. During large storms the ring current
moves inward to 3-4 RE
 and reaches intensities of 100y or more. The
relation between magnetospheric subst6rms and the main phase ring current
is beginning to become clear and the field-aligned currents connecting the
two are beginning to be studied (Zmuda et al., 1967; Cahill, 1970).
t
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Future magnetic field measurements need to be done to clarify the
role of field-aligned currents. The variations of the field and their time
relation to ground magnetic activity and to other magnetosphere parameters
need to be clarified. The changing configuration of the tail at the time
of substorms should be further explored. Knowledge of the existence and
possible importance of a neutral point should be determined. understanding
the magnetospheric substorm is fundamental 'o understanding the solar wind-
earth interaction and studying the changing magnetic field configuration in
conjunction with other magnetosphere and ground measurements appears to be
an important element in gaining this understanding.
y
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 Trajectories of 9 magnebospheric spacecraft projected on the
solar ecliptic plane. The first orbit after launch is shown for
each spacecraft along with the launch date and cessation of data
acqu] sition .
Figure 2 Contours of constant deviation of the measured field magnitude
from the internal reference field. Data obtained by OGO's 1, 2
and 3	 0within 45 of the noon a-id midnight meridians with Kp =0 2 -3
are ;summarized. (Sugiura Eat al., 1969) .
Figure 3 Field strength measured by the ATS-1 spacecraft in an equatorial
synchronous orbit at 6.6 RE . The field is compressed near local
noon and inflated near midnight. (Cummings et al., 1968).
Figure 4 A low latitude pass of Explorer 26 thin ugh the inner magnetosphere
during the development of the max.n phase of a magnetic storm.
The increasingly negative AB as the spacecraft moves into the
afternoon sector illustrates asymmetric field inflation during
main phase development. (Cahi11,1970).
Figure 5 Field strength at ATS-1 at 6.6 RE on 5 disturbed days. The form
of the diurnal variation is similar to the quiet days of Figure 3
but the amplitude is greater and there is a tendency toward
enhanced inflation in the pre-midnight hours.
Figure 6 Projection of hourly average IMP 4 vector measurements from the
southern hemisphere on the solar magnetic equatorial plane. The
solid lines are those drawn in an earlier paper to be tangent
to the vectors of IMP 1, 2, and 3 and to represent the distortion
of field lines from the meridian plane.
t
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Figure 7 Constant field strength contours for the component of the
geomagnetic field crossing the solar magnetic equatorial plane.
Figure 8 Contours in the equatorial plane designating the latitude and
local. time of the earth' q intersection point of the field line.
Figure 9 Auroral rival and associated phenomena projected from the high
latitude ionosphere into the equatorial plane using the
information of Figure 9.
Figure 10 IMP 1, 2 and 3 hourly average vectors projected in the curved
meridian sections of Figure 7 in the 0800-0500 local time
regions for times when the sun is south of the solar magnetic
equatorial plane. Solid, lines represent distorted field lines
and dashed lines represent dipole lines. The distorted lines
have been drawn with the aid of the vectors and the information
of Figure 9 and they are labeled with their earth intersection
latitude.
Figure 11 Explorer 33 hourly average vectors projected in solar magnetospheric
coordinates. Projections are in the noon midnight meridian
plane (top), and the equatorial plane when the measurements are
taken in the northern hemisphere (middle) and southern
hemisphere (bottom). Axes are labeled in each radii (Behannon,l968).
Figure 12 Magnitude of the tail magnetic field as a function of distance
r	 from the earth. All data are taken away from the neutral sheet
and for Kp < 2. (Behannon, 1968) .
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Figure 13 Relative occurrence frequency of tail field magnitudes near the
orbit of the moon for two geomagnetically quiet and disturbed
conditions. M denotes the median value for each distribution
(Behannon,1970) .
Figure 14 Relative occurrence frequency of 2.5 minute ?MP 4 tail field
magnitude averages in 2 RE intervals at various distances Z'
from the expected location of the neutral sheet. The vectors
denote the average field strength for each Z' interval and the
minimum field strength corresponds to the center of the tail.
Data are from the region -33< X sm < -25 RE.
Figure 15 Relative occurrence frequency of 2.5 minute IMP 4 solar
magnetospheric Z sm field components in 2 RE intervals at
various distances Z' from the expected location of the neutral
sheet. Vectors denote the average Z sm field in each Z' interval
and show no obvious dependence on distance from the neutral
sheet. Data are from the region - 33< Xsm< -25 RE.
Figure 16 Tail field magnitude ri solar magnetospheric field component
Zsm latitude and longitude angles g and y and geomagnetic activity
index AE on Fe:ruary 14, 1968. Data illustrates the northward
direction of the tail field during quiet times and the increase in
F and decrease in Zsm at the time of an increase in geomagnetic
activity.
Figure 17 An illustrative sketch designed to represent the magnetosphere
configuration during quiet conditions or immediately after a
geomagnetic substorm. Much Flux crosses the equatorial plane within
25 RE and field lines may be closed to latitudes at least as high
as 760.
t
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Figure l$ An illustrative sketch designed to represent the magnetosphere
configuration immediately before or during tl:: early development
of a magnetic substorm. Field lines axe streched far back
into the `bail and relatively little faux crosses the equatorial
plane.
Figure 19 Trajectories of Pioneer 7 (top) and Pioneer 8 (bottom) projected
in the ecliptic plane. The hatched area on the trajectories
designate the intervals near 1000 RE
 and 500 RE when effects
of the geomW etic tail were intermittently observed (14a.riani
and Ness, 1969)•
Figure 20 pioneer $ magnetic field magnitude F. standard deviation 8
and latitude and longitude angles a and y. Intervals when the
field is strong and aligned along the earth-sun-line characterise
the geomagnetic tail and are designated by T. (Mariani and Ness,
1969).
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